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ON TO' SPACES 

By S.M. Lee 

In this note we discuss a separation property which is weaker than T l' but not 

comparable with To• The usage of terminology will be exactly same as in [1]. A 

topological space (X，~) is said to be a T 0' space if for any point not in a closed 

set A in X , there exists an open set which contains A but not x. 

THEOREM 1. The followz"χg statements are equz"va!ent. 

(1) X is a T 0' space, 

(2) zf aε 당T then {긍T= 룹T fO?’ any a and x in X , 

(3) zf xe=A then 룹rnA=ø for any x z"n X and A c!osed z"n X. 

PROOF. Assuming (1) and a르감T it is clear 힘r힘. If x졸{김 then there exists 

open set U그끊r and x종U. Therefore xε({감~U)~감T and 낀김~U) is closed. 

This contradicts to the definition of closure. Hence x틴하 and 쩌다감， that 

implies 강I = 파T. 

Assuming (2) , if 갑rnA~ø， then aεf감nA， hence f좌= (a}CA and xεA. 

This is a contradiction. 
Assuming (3) and x종A and A is closed, then X ~ 갑r is an open set which 

contains A but not x. 

It is clear that T 1 implies To'. However the conditions T o and To' are indepen

dent. The indiscrete space with at least two points is T 0' but not T o. Let X be 

the set of real numbers. Let ~= {(x:a드x<∞)IaεR} Then (X，~) is T 0 but not 

To'. There is a Iarge important class of spaces which are T 0' but not T l' namely 

the semi-normed spaces and pseudo-metric spaces. The relation between T o', T。

and T 1 is as follows. 

THEOREM 2. A toPo!ogica! spaces is T 1 짜f U is T o' and T o. 

PROOF. If there is x in X with 1좌~ (x} then there is y , different from x, and 

y란감" Since X is To' , by Theorem 1, we have 괴T ="감r. since X is T 0' y=x. 
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This is a contradictiono Therefore {x} = {x} for any x in X. 

It is easy to see that the subspace of a T 0' space is T 0'. The next theorem is 

dealing with the product space of a family of T 0' spaces. 

THEOREM 3. The Þγoduct 01 a lamz"ly 01 sþaces is T 0' t"jf each member 01 the 

fαmily is T o'. 

PROOF. Let {Xa } αEA be a family of T 0' spaces. Let B be any cIosed set in 

n {Xa } and x a point not in B. If τ죄inB=prþ then there is a point a in 감fnB. 

But since 감r=π잖}=π잖} we have aα탄강} for aIl a in A. Since X a is T o' 

space for each α， by Theorem 1 we ha ve 함}= 뀐 for aIl α in A. Hence 

힘=띠강}=따강}=n함} =m힘 =핍 

Since B is cIosed and aEB we have {a} CB hence {x} CB and xεB. This is a 

contradiction. Hence 강fnB=rþ and n {Xa}~감f is open and contains B. 

Next suppose that n {Xa } is T O' and β be any element in A. If X ß is not T 0" 

.then there is a cIosed set B ß in X ß and x ß not in B ß such that B ßn뭘} 뼈. Let 

φεn {X a} such that Þβ =xß' Therefore Þ졸Pβ-1{Bß} but {þ}npβ-1{Bβ} =p rþ and 

Pβ-1 {Bß} is cIosed that contradicts to that n {Xa } is T O" 
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